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The Mail Art - Internet Link
by

Chuck Welch

The following text appeared in ETERNAL NET-
WORK: A MAIL ART ANTHOLOGY, published in 
1995 by University of Calgary Press, a work edited 
by Chuck Welch. The essay is reprinted here with 

the permission of the author for the benefit of those 
scholars wishing to retrieve an accurate account of 
the merging of mail art and telematic art. Some of 

the pioneering projects and texts by Welch, notably 
Telenetlink, The Emailart Directory, The Electronic 
Museum of Mail Art (EMMA) and The Reflux Net-
work Project, created by Brazilian artist Dr. Artur 
Matuck are central to the bridging of mail art and 

the internet from 1990-1995.
“Tele” is a Greek word for “far off,” “at a distance.” 

Netlink is terminology meaning “to interconnected 
networks,” especially communication networks that 
are perceived to be distant. Artists impart attitudes, 

are perceived to be distant. Artists impart attitudes, 
values, and sensibilities in their shared communica-
tion with others. Aesthetic sensibilities, when cou-
pled with social hierarchy and economic inequality, 
create media boundaries, “netclubs.” Mail art net-
working attempts to soar above these distances, to 

fly beyond all media boundaries-to telenetlink!
Mail art is communication that travels a physical/
spiritual distance between senders and recipients. 
For nearly forty years mail artists have been enjoying 
interactive mail characterized by free, open, often 
spirited visual/textual correspondances. Mail artists 
have worked hard to abolish copyrights through 
dispersed authorship. In the distant, parallel world 
of high technology, telecommunication artists often 
work in the same collaborative fabric interwoven 
with mail art. But emailartists network online in 
a simulated, textual, paperless world. No wonder 
there are mail artists who prefer the tangible, tactile, 
handcrafted encounter of pen, pencil, collage, paint, 
and handmade paper.
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